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Juvenile contender Eight Rings and John Velazquez after winning the American Pharoah Stakes. Note that
Velazquez, who rides for Todd Pletcher, committed to this colt before Pletcher's best 2yo colt, Gouverneur

Morris, ran second to Maxfield in the Breeders' Futurity at Keeneland.  Photo: Benoit

BY GEIR STABELL

ABOUT GLOBEFORM RATING CODES

Good to know! What is the difference between rank figures with “p” and “+”?
Notice these differences in the rank columns for some horses. 

When “p” is being used it means that the horse produced a new career best and was 
given a “plus”, denotes that improvement could be expected. When “+” is being used it means that better

could be expected, but that the rating the horse ran to on the day was not 
a new career best (it was either equal to his previous best or below his previous best). 
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R5
GLOBEFORM RATINGS    
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE TURF SPRINT, 5 fur turf, Santa Anita

Horses ranked in pounds (0.45kg). 1 length = 3 pounds over this distance

Rank Horse Globeform Trainer / Jockey

       

0p KIMARI   filly 109p Ward  /  Velazquez

2p FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 110p Ward  /  I Ortiz Jr

4 A'ALI 108 Crisford  /  Dettori

7 KING NEPTUNE 105 A O'Brien  /  Moore

7 BAND PRACTICE  filly 102 Watson  /  Spencer

9 ALLIGATOR ALLEY 103 J O'Brien  /  Lordan

10p CHIMNEY ROCK   102p Maker  /  J Ortiz

10 DREAM SHOT 102 Tate  /  Hayes

11p CAMBRIA   filly 98p Ward  /  Gaffalione

11 ENCODER 101 Sadler  /  Prat

11 DR SIMPSON 101 Dascombe  /  Kingscote

12 ANOTHER MIRACLE 100 Contessa  /  M Franco

RESERVE

15 BULLETPROOF ONE 97 Miller  /  Castellano

Fillies: 3lbs sex weight allowance – add 3lbs to GF rating for direct comparison with males

2018: BULLETIN – GF 118 
Todd Pletcher  /  Javier Castellano

2017: DECLARATIONOFPEACE – GF 107p
Aidan O'Brien  /  Ryan Moore

Please note
ALL SELECTIONS ARE BASED ON A FAST OR GOOD DIRT TRACK 

AND A GOOD OR FIRM TURF COURSE

IF IT BECOMES SLOPPY & SOFT WE NEED TO REASSESS ON RACEDAY
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Globeform's Breeders' Cup Special
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GLOBEFORM ANALYSIS, 
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE TURF SPRINT

KIMARI went so close to giving us a nice 8-1 win at Royal Ascot, where she was robbed late by Raffle Prize
in the Queen Mary Stakes. Kimari did everything right that day and she was unfortunate not to win. Not only
did she come up against a filly that has since proved herself as one of the best juvenile fillies in Europe,
Kimari also had to handle soft ground as a result of plenty of rain leading up to the 5-furlong contest. She lost
nothing in  defeat,  and her  two runs back on US soil  have been very solid indeed. She outclassed the
subsequent Natalma Stales winner Abscond to win by 4 lengths in the Bolton Landing at Saratoga in August,
and was just as impressive – though in a very different way – when coming from last to first in the home
straight to nail Chimney Rock close home in the Indian Summer Stakes at Keeneland in early October. We
knew well  how speedy she is,  but  Mike Smith held her up at  the back at  Keeneland, and she had no
objections. Kimari was a precocious filly in the spring and summer and she has kept her form well. Her
flexibility, not to mention her experience, will stand her in good stead here – and she has a big chance.  

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE is the one who could lower her colours, and this imposing son of American Pharoah
really impressed when bossing the field in the 6-furlong Futurity Stakes at Belmont Park four weeks prior to
the Breeders' Cup. He sat just off the pace, took control coming into the straight, and powered away to an
easy 3-length win over  Freewheeler, who had been an impressive maiden winner at Saratoga in August
(one of the reserves for the Juvenile Turf Sprint). The Futurity had just six runners, and Four Wheel Drive
had no more than six rivals when making a winning debut at Colonial Downs in late August, so he goes into
quite a different  type of  battle here.  The Futurity field was good, however,  and he acted like a mature,
experienced sprinter as he made the others look ordinary. Gaining a no-fuss win, he punched his ticket to the
Breeders' Cup, where he will be trying to remain unbeaten. Four Wheel Drive produced Globeform 110p at
Belmont. That is an unusually high rating for such an inexperienced young horse, particularly in a US turf
sprint, and if – as seems likely – Four Wheel Drive improves again, well, then he will probably win this event.
Drawn in stall 9 might seem tricky at first glance, but Four Wheel Drive – and Kimari (7) – will be surrounded
by Europeans from the outset, and they are normally not quick starters. He should get a clean run to the turn.

A'ALI,  an accomplished shipper  from England,  must  also be considered in  this  5-furlong dash,  though
coming from straight courses in Europe, to one-turn sprints in the US is never easy, particularly when you get
post 10. What A'Ali has in favour is the fact that he is quite experienced; he has been running well over three
quite different course at home. He won the Norfolk Stakes over 5 furlongs at Royal Ascot in June (breaking
his maiden in the process, it was his second start), followed up in the Prix Robert Papin over 5.5 furlongs at
Deauville, then ran below par when fifth to the dual G1 winner Eearthlight in the Prix Morny at the same
venue, only to bounce back with a game one-length verdict over Dream Shot in the 5-furlong Flying Childers
Stakes at Doncaster in September. A'Ali was very sharp early on in his season and, depite having lost on his
debut,  he was no big secret  when we went  into  Royal  Ascot,  where he beat  Ventura Rebel  by a  fast
diminishing neck (the runner-up did not have the best of trips) over a soft turf course. The ground was good
to firm when he beat Dream Shot at Doncaster. Dream Shot went on to the Mercury Stakes over 5 furlongs
at the left-handed Dundalk (an all weather track), where he failed by ¾ length in his attempt at giving  Dr
Simpson three pounds. These two runners have the benefit of experience with a one-turn race, but it seems
unlikely that they are up to matching strides with Four Wheel Drive and Kimari at Santa Anita. A'Ali is better
then them but  not  by all  that  much and note that  on the one occsion when he was facing proper G1
peformers (in the Prix Morny) he was soundly beaten. His connections blamed the soft ground that day, and
perhaps that made sense – official ground descriptions are seldom accurate in Europe but it may have been
much softer than the soft he encountered at Royal Ascot.

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS

A:      9 FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
B:      7 KIMARI
C:    10 A'ALI
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R6
GLOBEFORM RATINGS    
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE TURF (G1), 8 fur turf, Santa Anita

Horses ranked in pounds (0.45kg). 1 length = 2 pounds over this distance

Rank Horse Globeform Trainer / Jockey

       

0 ARIZONA 113 A O'Brien  /  Moore

5p DECORATED INVADER 108p C Clement  /  I Ortiz Jr

5p HIT THE ROAD 108p Blacker  /  Prat

7 FOR MYERS 106 A O'Brien  /  Lordan

8p STRUCTOR 105p Brown  /  J Ortiz

8 PEACE ACHIEVED 105 M Casse  /  M Mena

9p OUR COUNTRY 104p Weaver  /  Velazquez

9 ANDESITE 104 B Cox  /  Rosario

11p VITALOGY 102p Walsh  /  Castellano

12 WAR BEAST 101 O'Neill  /  Cedillo

12 BILLY BATTS 101 Miller  /  Lopez

13 PROVEN STRATEGY 100 M Casse  /  Zayas

14p GRACEFUL KITTEN 99p Sanchez  /  Berrios

15p GEAR JOCKEY 98p Arnold II  /  Gaffalione

RESERVE

18? DEVIANT 95? Pish  /  Luzzi

2018: LINE OF DUTY – GF 112
Charlie Appleby  /  William Buick

2017: MENDELSSOHN – GF 113+
Aidan O'Brien  /  Ryan Moore
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Globeform's Breeders' Cup Special
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GLOBEFORM ANALYSIS, 
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE TURF

ARIZONA was up against the best juvenile in Europe, the unbeaten Pinatubo, when running a game second
in the Dewhurst Stakes at Newmarket last month. Taking an early lead, the son of No Nay Never, battled on
well when the odds-on favourite came to win the race. Arizona was not able to fend him off, but he made
Pinatubo work for his win and finishing second, beaten 2 lengths, was a career best by this colt, who had
captured the Coventry Stakes over 6 furlongs at Royal Ascot in June. He looked potentially top class on that
occasion, as he quickened up smartly to beat Threat (who went on to frank the form). His Ascot success lead
to a two-month break, up to the Prix Morny over the same distance at Deauville in mid-August, where he
finished fourth behind Earthlight, Raffle Prize and Golden Hord. Earthlight and Golden Hord went on to fill the
first two places in the equally prestigious Middle Park Stakes at Newmarket – and Raffle Prize, who beat
Kimari at Royal Ascot, has been one of the best juvenile fillies in Europe this year. Arizona's next task was
the  National Stakes at The Curragh four weeks later. That event was also won by Pinatubo, who produced a
very smart performance to  stroll home by 9 ¼ lengths from Armory (who disappointed badly in France on
Sunday). Arizona ran third, passing the post a neck behind Armory. Arizone probably needed that race, and
he came on a lot in the Dewhurst. Both the National and the Dewhurst are contested over 7 furlongs and
Arizona is by a speedy sire, but setting the pace over 7 furlongs at the straight  Rowley Mile course in
Newmarket is not easy, and he has enough stamina to cope with a mile around Santa Anita. His full sister
Nay Lady Nay won a minor stakes event over a mile on dirt as a three-year-old and his unraced dam is a
daughter on English Channel, a smart turf performer who stayed 12 furlongs. Trainer Aidan O'Brien said after
the Dewhurst that the soft ground would not have been to Arizona's liking, so we should not worry to much
about good or firm ground at the Breeders' Cup.

If Arizona runs up to his Dewhurst form he will be hard to beat but there is one big worry here; his post
position. Having to break from stall 12 over a mile on turf at Santa Anita is not good news. With a better draw,
Arizona would be the selection here, but – as one of his main rivals Decorated Invader drew post 4 – the only
sensible thing is to give them a joint A-ranking. 

DECORATED INVADER has looked the best juvenile colt on turf in North America this season, and – given
that he is virtually guaranteed to improve – he certainly poses a threat to Arizona. He made an eye-catching
debut when finishing strongly from well off the pace to take second in a good maiden at Saratoga in July
(beaten less than a length by the useful  Field Pass,  who was subsequently 2nd to the smart  performer
Fighting Seabee in the With Anticipation), and it came as no surprise to see Decorated Invader follow up with
a win over the same course four weeks later, when he raced prominently and drew off for a smooth 3 1/2-
length  win  over  Summer to  Remember.  These  two runs at  'the Spa'  set  him up for  a  crack at  stakes
company, and he was sent to Woodbine in Canada in September, to contest the Summer Stakes, run over a
mile on a yielding course. The son of Declaration of War impressed again, this time overcoming troubled
start to win beat Cadet Connelly by 1 ¾ lengths. Decorated Invader was totally dominant. He moved up from
seventh to third going around the bend, and soon had matters under control. His winning margin did not
reflect his superiority. The ex-English Vitalogy stayed on to take third in the Summer, and he gave the form a
nice boost when beaten just a neck by  Peace Achieved in the Bourbon Stakes at Keeneland (where he
came flying after a very difficult trip from a wide draw). 

HIT THE ROAD will be flying the flag for the locals and he should not be underestimated. He drew post 14
but in his case a wide draw may not be such a negative, as he is likely to drop in behind and be ridden for a
late run. Now, after he tucks in behind the field, one must hope he gets the openings when he delivers his
challenge. Then again, that's the case for so many in a race like this, luck in running will be needed to win.
Making his third start (after a fourth in a 4.5-furlong maiden here at Santa Anita and an off-the-pace win over
a mile at Del Mar), he continued his progress by winning the Zuma Beach Stakes over a mile back at the
>>> 
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Juvenile Turf...

>>> Breeders' Cup venue in early October. Hit the Road was last in the early part of the race, and he was
pulling quite hard, so things did not look all that promising – something that was about to change when his
rider let him loose at the top of the lane. Hit the Road had plenty of energy left. He picked up in the manner
of a really smart performer and flew past his rivals for a visually impressive win, 2 ¼ lengths in front of War
Beast, with  Billy Batts a neck furter adrift in third place. This Zuma Beach winner is well above average,
that's for sure, and he has a lot going for him. Home court advantage is a plus, it is likely that this More Than
Ready colt will improve again, and that he will be much better suited by a strongly run race. 

FORT MYERS (a Listed winner on the all-weather track at Dundalk) – a stable companion to Arizona – and
Chad Brown's contender STRUCTOR (a narrow winner from Andesite in the Pilgrim at Belmont) are closely
matched on ratings. Structor was making only his second start at Belmont and he more likely to improve than
the Irish colt. That said, from time to time these seemingly fully exposed juveniles from Aidan O'Brien's team
pop up with a big performance late in the season, so don't toss him out of the trifectas / superfectas. 

OUR COUNTRY could be the most interesting longshot to include in the exotics, and he is not an impossible
winner either. This scopey son of Constitution is coming off two decent performances in races where things
went much against him. He missed the break and pulled / raced erratically when fourth to Fighting Seabee (a
good second in the Street Sense at Churchill on Sunday) in the With Anticipation Stakes at Saratoga, and
came from too far back / was forced very wide on the turn when finishing strongly to take third in the Pilgrim
Stakes at Belmont Park, where he was beaten a head plus 1 ¼ lengths behind Structor and Andesite. Prior
to these unfortunate (but educational) outings, Our Country had run fifth to the smart Field Pass on his debut
at Saratoga (Decorated Invader second), and gained an impressive 5 3/4-length maiden win over the same
course. Our Country looks like  horse who would appreciate a test of stamina, so a strong pace is likely to be
needed. He could be a horse open to significant improvement. Quite a big, long striding runner, he may not
be ideally placed in stall 1 – though if he can handle the turns it may be fine, at least he will be getting cover. 
One worry if the ground comes up firm; this George Weaver trainee has been wearing front bandages in his
races. 

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS

A:    4 DECORATED INVADER, 12 ARIZONA
B:    2 STRUCTOR, 14 HIT THE ROAD
C     1 OUR COUNTRY
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R7
GLOBEFORM RATINGS    
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE FILLIES (G1), 8.5 fur dirt, Santa Anita

Horses ranked in pounds (0.45kg). 1 length = 2 pounds over this distance

Rank Horse Globeform Trainer / Jockey

       

0p BAST 117p Baffert  /  Velazquez

3p BRITISH IDIOM 114p B Cox  /  Castellano

5p DONNA VELOCE 112p Callaghan  /  Prat

8p WICKED WHISPER 109p Asmussen  /  Rosario

10 COMICAL 107 O'Neill  /  Cedillo

12 PERFECT ALIBI 105 M Casse  /  I Ortiz Jr

12 LAZY DAISY 105 O'Neill  /  Bejarano

13p K P DREAMIN 104p Mullins  /  Fuentes

? TWO SIXTY ? M Casse  /  Zayas

Bast ran to GF 117p in the Del Mar Debutante two starts back,
an almost freakish performance, but returned only GF 108+
when beating Comical narrowly in the Chandelier Stakes. 

2018: JAYWALK – GF 118 
John Servis  /  Joel Rosario

2017: CALEDONIA ROAD – GF 116p
Ralph Nicks  /  Mike Smith
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GLOBEFORM ANALYSIS, 
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE FILLIES

BAST produced a freakish performance when capturing the 7-furlong Del Mar Debutante Stakes in late
August, when she was fitted with blinkers for the first time and absolutely trounced Inspiressa – who had
beaten her when they filled the exacta in a sprint maiden three weeks earlier – to take the race by 8 ¾
lengths. Bast immediately became the early favorite for the Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies. Then came the
Chandelier Stakes, a stretch-out to 8.5 furlongs and a more workmanlike, yet winning, run. Bast had to fight
this time, and she prevailed by a neck from COMICAL, who had been more than nine lengths behind her in
third place in the Debutante. So why was Bast not as impressive in the Chandelier? Did she bounce? Did
she not care fror the distance, or perhaps not for the Santa Anita surface? Impossible to say, but it's easy to
guess that it has something to do with the distance. Perhaps this daughter of Uncle Mo is a sprinter. If she
returns to her Del Mar form, well then she will be very hard to beat, though if she runs more like in the
Chandelier she will be vulnerable.  

BRITISH IDIOM comes here with two wins from two runs in the book, and she looked an exciting prospect
when beating  PERFECT ALIBI, who had two nice wins at the Saratoga meet, by 6 ½ lengths to win the
Alcibiades Stakes over 8.5 furlongs at Keeneland last month. British Idiom raced promienently from the
outset and kicked right away coming down the stretch. She is just the type to improve again and she has a
good chance. 

Chandelier Stakes: Bast (John Velazquez) getting the better of fellow BC Juvenile Fillies contender Comical.  Photo: Benoit

DONNA VELOCE is the one they all have to worry about though, despite the fact that this will be only her
second race, and that it will be a step up from 6.5 furlongs to 8.5 furlongs. It is a big ask, but this filly seems
to be champion material and local experts say she is the likely favorite. Having seen her debut, and her
mature way of working at Santa Anita these past couple of weeks, it is hard to disagree. Donna Veloce is
impressive, in every way. Trained by Simon Callaghan, she is a daughter of Uncle Mo and her dam, >>>



Globeform's Breeders' Cup Special
 Friday Nov 1, 2019

Juvenile Fillies...

>>> Coin Broker, comes from a family with enough stamina to suggest Donna Veloce will get the distance.
She produced by far the best debut performance seen at Santa Anita, some would say anywhere, this year
when strolling home by 9 ¼ lengths in September. Her runner-up that day, Nora's Joy, had run second to
Immediate Impact on her debut and Scarlet Lips (third to Donna Veloce) was coming off a second to Quality
Response on her debut. This form looks solid, Donna Veloce won like a filly reeady to step up bigtime on her
next start, and she looks that type also – big, strong and with plenty of scope. Yes, she has to cope with post
1 but she might just be a freak and she's the obvious selection. 

WICKED WHISPER will  also get her supporters, having made every post a winning one in the one-mile
Frizette Stakes at Belmont Park – where she beat Frank's Rocket readily by 2 ¾ lengths. It was a nice
performance, her second win from as many starts, but it needs mentioning that she was given quite a soft
lead and that  Frank's Rocket had lost  twice against  Perfect  Alibi  at  Saratoga. A formline indicating that
Wicked Whisper needs to take another big step up to win the Juvenile Fillies. 

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS

A:    1 DONNA VELOCE
B:    6 BAST
C:    4 BRITISH IDIOM
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R8
GLOBEFORM RATINGS    
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE FILLIES TURF (G1), 8 fur turf, Santa Anita

Horses ranked in pounds (0.45kg). 1 length = 2 pounds over this distance

Rank Horse Globeform Trainer / Jockey

       

0p ALBIGNA 111p Harrington  /  Foley

2p CRYSTALLE 109p Kimmel  /  Rosario

2p SWEET MELANIA 109p Pletcher  /  J Ortiz

3 DAAHYEH 108 Varian  /  Buick

5p SELFLESSLY 106p Brown  /  Castellano

6 LIVING IN THE PAST 105 Burke  /  Tudhope

7p ETOILE 104p O'Brien  /  Dettori

8 SHADN 103 Balding  /  Spencer

8 TANGO 103 A O'Brien  /  Moore

8 FAIR MAIDEN 103 Harty  /  Van Dyke

11p ABSCOND 100p Kenneally  /  I Ortiz Jr

12p SHARING 99p Motion  /  Franco

17 UNFORGETTABLE 94 J O'Brien  /  Lordan

17 CROUGHAVOUKE 94 Mullins  /  Prat

2018: NEWSPAPEROFRECORD – GF 120
Chad Brown  /  Irad Ortiz Jr

2017: RUSHING FALL – GF 110p
Chad Brown  /  Javier Castellano
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GLOBEFORM ANALYSIS, 
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE FILLIES TURF

ALBIGNA is one of the best juvenile fillies in Europe – though most expert observers feel that the division is
not  top class this year.  There are some very nice,  classy young ladies about,  but  we have not  see an
absolute star amongst them. However, Albigna takes the highest Globeform rating into this contest, she has
won three of her four races in Ireland / France, and had an excuse in the fourth, as she was in season when
sixth in the Moyglare Stud Stakes at The Curragh two starts back. She bounced right back in the Prix Marcel
Boussac at  Longchamp just under a month ago, when she won by 2 ½ lengths from Marieta, with Fighty
Lady third. Those two are not your idea of future G1 winners. Marieta was coming off a second, 2 ½ lengths
behind Tropbeau in the Prix du Calvados (with Natalma runner-up Walk In Marrakesh 1 ¼ lengths behind her
in third). Tropbeau was next seen in a G1 at Newmarket, where she finished third (Raffle Prize was second,
TANGO fourth,  LIVING IN THE PAST fifth and  TANGO finished eighth).  Fighty Lady,  third home in the
Boussac, had previously finished third in a G3, behind Savarin (seventh in the Boussac) and Secret Time
(tenth as the favourite in an allowance race next time out). Albigna won the Boussac really well, but how she
might take soft ground form at Longchamp, with a long home straigh, to (likely) firm ground around two turns
at Santa Anita, where the home straight is short, is anybody's guess. Also, she seems to hit a bit of a 'flat
spot' as the races hot up, before finding another gear at the business end of the race. If she produces her
Longchamp form, or even manages to better it, she's the one to beat. 

CRYSTALLE is a very exciting filly, and – athough she would have a better chance over a bit further than a
mile or over a course with a longer home stretch – she is well worth taking a chance on. She has been priced
up at around 10-1 and 12-1 by the bookmakers (she was one of our early value bets) and that really is
tremendous value. The daughter of Palace Malice has been most impressive in her three races to date, (all
over 8.5 fur.), despite one disqualification (after an easy 'win' on debut) and one second place finish (when
she finished strongly and just failed to catch SELFLESSLY in the Miss Grillo at Belmont, where she was also
spotting the winner four pounds). In between these two runs, Crystalle delivered a powerful off-the-pace
performance to take down the P G Johnson at Saratoga. She was last early and blew past her rivals in the
straight to beat SWEET MELANIA by a neck. Sweet Melania was the one who had to give weight on that
occasion (4lbs) but note how she performed next time out; she made virtually all to humiliate her rivals to the
tune of 5 ½ lengths in the Jessamine Stakes at Keeneland five weeks later (Witez second). Sweet Melania
and Selflessly are both likely to be racing prominently (so often an advantage over a mile at Santa Anita) but
they both drew a wide post and will face a difficult task. Crystalle will be coming from off the pace and she
drew a much better post (7). Preferring her to the two others is thus easy. She has more class, an exploisve
turn of foot. With speedy runners like Fair Maiden, Living In The Past, Sharing and Tango (an Irish sprinter)
also in the mix, Sweet Melania should not be handed a soft lead this time, that's for sure, and it is reasonable
to assume that this race will get a strong pace. Which will suit Crystalle better than any other contender. 

DAAHYEH has had quite a busy first season in England, and she has done well, winning the Albany Stakes
over 6 furlongs at Royal Ascot in June, running second to Raffle Prize in the Duchess Of Cambridge Stakes
over the same distance at Newmarket, then second to Love in the (sub-standard) Moyglare Stud Stakes over
7 furlongs at The Curragh (when Albigna was in season and came home in sixth), before winning the Rockfel
Stakes over 7 furlongs back at Newmarket in late September. She gained a battling win in the Rockfel, a
race she took by half a length from her stable companion Stylistique (second in a much loser grade on her
start prior, and badly beaten in a G3 next time out). Daahyeh has yet to race over further than seven panels
and she may have better tactical speed than the top rated Albigna, so she must be considered.  >>>
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Juvenile Fillies Turf

ETOILE is an interesting longshot from Aidan O'Brien's team. This big, scopey daughter of War Front looked
quite special when winning on her racecourse debut in May, but was sidelined and not seen back in action
until September 28, when she ran unplaced behind Millisle in the Cheveley Park Stakes at Newmarket. She
looked well, and very fit, that day and it is hard to know what to make of this filly. She might have needed the
run more than one might think after seeing her in the paddock, and she can move forward. Whether that will
happen here, however, is another matter. She ended up in stall 14, a terrible draw. Her size means that she
probably wouldn't  have been comfortable on the inside,  but  getting the widest  post  is  what everyobody
dreads in mile turf races here at Santa Anita. Dettori takes the ride.

SHARING also needs a mention. She is taking a big step up in class but there is no way of knowing how
good this well bred Graham Motion trainee might be. A daughter of B Cup Sprint Champion Speightstown
and B Cup Filly & Mare Turf champion Shared Account (also trained by Motion), Sharing was a very smooth
odds-on winner of the Selima Stakes over 8.5 furlongs at Laurel in October, beating Sunset Promise by 2 ½
lengths as Love Beach finished third. They were both unplaced at Keeneland last week but they had shown
useful form prior to the Selima, and there was lot to like about how Sharing won that race. She did not beat
much but she was travelling strongly throughout and she dominated all down the stretch, ridden hands and
heels to win easily despite idling a bit in the closing stages. At around 25-1, she should be included in the
exotic bets for this event. 

This is an open looking race and, with three of the most fancied runners in stalls 11, 12 and 13 we should
perhaps prepare ourselves for an upset winner in the Juvenile Fillies Turf. 

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS

A:      7 CRYSTALLE, 9 ALBIGNA
B:      5 DAAHYEH, 12 SWEET MELANIA
C:     11 SHARING, 13 SELFLESSLY
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R9
GLOBEFORM RATINGS    
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE (G1), 8.5 fur dirt, Santa Anita

Horses ranked in pounds (0.45kg). 1 length = 2 pounds over this distance

Rank Horse Globeform Trainer / Jockey

       

0p DENNIS' MOMENT 119p Romans  /  I Ortiz Jr

1p EIGHT RINGS 118p Baffert  /  Velazquez

8p SCABBARD 111p Kenneally  /  Smith

18p STORM THE COURT 101p Eurton  /  Prat

19p SHOPLIFTED 100p Asmussen  /  Santana Jr

20p ANNEAU D'OR 99p Wright  /  Hernandez

20 WRECKING CREW 99 Miller  /  Lopez

? FULL FLAT ? Mori  /  Take

2018: GAME WINNER – GF 119
Bob Baffert  /  Joel Rosario

2017: GOOD MAGIC – GF 123
Chad Brown  /  Jose Ortiz

GLOBEFORM BETTING PLANS 
WILL BE SENT OUT ON THE MORNING OF EACH RACEDAY

MAKE SURE TO DOUBLE CHECK ALL PROGRAM NUMBERS
BEFORE PLACING YOUR BETS
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GLOBEFORM ANALYSIS, 
BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE

DENNIS' MOMENT – who  comes here with two impressive wins from
two starts – has an exccelent chance. Judged on how he has been
highlighted by clockers and work watchers at  Santa Anita the past
week, this colts seems the most likely favorite. Then again, we should
not forget the 'Baffert factor' and his runner,  EIGHT RINGS, will also
take a lot of action at the windows on Friday. It  would come as no
surprise to see him taking most of the money leading up to the BC
Juvenile. With Maxfield out, there will be no value in the betting for this
race. Both of the favorites will go off a cramped odds.  Perhaps this is
a race to watch and enjoy, not one to get heavily involved in betting
wise. Trainer Dale Romans might not agree with that, as we get closer
to post time. He has been very high on Dennis' Moment, going right
back to his debut run at Churchill Downs in June, when things went
badly wrong for the Tiznow colt. He clipped heels and lost his rider in
the process – then completed the race riderless to give the eventual
winner, Long Weekend, company right to the wire. Interesingly, Dennis' Moment was not favorite that day. He
was third choice on the board, behind Long Weekend and Samurai Cause, who finished second. Romans
sent Dennis' Moment to Ellis Park the following month, and this time he did go off favorite. 10/11 is seldom a
good price though in this case it was. 

Dennis' Moment was much, much too good for rather an ordinary bunch. He beat little but he won by almost
twenty lengths. Not exactly common in 7-furlong races. Then came a break, before he took a big step up in
class in the 8.5-furlong Iroquois Stakes at the same venue in September. Dennis' Moment was hammered in
the betting (2/5 fav) and he hammered his rivals out on the track. He travelled strongly in the first four
throughout, looked a surefire winner as they turned for home, and ran on to win the race hard held, passing
the winning post 1 ¾ lengths in front of  SCABBARD, who stayed on well after a troubled trip (but never
looked a danger). Lebda was over five lengths further back on third place. If you like Dennis' Moment, then
don't bet your trifectas and superfectas without including Scabbard. He may be a horse who needs a longer
stretch run Santa Anita's but he also ran a race full of promise. His runner-up effort in the Iroquois was
marked improvement on the form he produced when filling the same spot behind Green Light Go in the
Saratoga Special – a race over 6.5 furlongs, which is too short for this colt, previously named Noose. Either
way, Dennis' Moment is ikely to beat him again, and he may beat them all. He has looked strong in his works
over the Santa Anita track and seems ready for a big run. >>>
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Bob Baffert - has a strong contender in
Eight Rings.  Photo: globeform
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The Juvenile

EIGHT RINGS also came home riderless after  one of  his  races,  as he ducked in  and  dumped jockey
Drayden Van Dyke in the Del Mar Futurity in early September, a race he was odds-on to win, a month after
his impressive debut over 5.5 furlongs at the same track. Eight Rings looked a sprinter in the making when
he broke his maiden at the first time of asking (beating subsequent winner Express Train by 6 ¼ lengths), but
we now know that 8.5 furlongs is no problem for the son of Empire Maker. He led from gate to wire to win the
American Pharoah over this course and distance in October, when he was sent hard early and ran his rivals
into the ground. Yes, he was also a bit tired in the closing stages, but he was entitled to and he was 6 lengths
clear of his runner-up, American Theorem, who was coming off a good looking debut win at Del Mar and had
plenty of supporters going into the American Pharoah. Eight Rings owns that dangerous mix of speed and
stamina, he still seemed immature when winning the crucial prep, and there is better still to come. Santa
Anita is his backyard, and it is also a track well suited to his running style. His winning time, 1.45.4, was 0.7
sec. faster than Bast's time in the Chandelier on the same day (when she looked a bit workmanlike) and it
was 1.2 sec. faster than the time recorded by the useful five-year-old Ground Attack in an allowance heat. It
is not hard to imagine Eight Rings moving forward off of his win here five weeks ago. He gets Velazquez on
board again – the top rider committed straight after the American Pharoah – and this combination holds a
winning chance on Friday. 

Dennis' Moment drew the rail, not what one would have hoped for. He will have to use his speed early on
and he is a big colt with a long stride, so being in tight traffic going around the turn will not be ideal. He
simply has to go forward when the gates open though. Eight Rings, who was intentinally sent to the lead in
his prep, landed in stall 6, which is much better. What could happen, is that Dennis' Moment and Eight Rings
both go forward, and if they go too fast early then something might have to give at the finish. Scabbard would
be favored by such a scenario and note that he gets Mike Smith on board this time – a jockey that has been
excellent on closers over the years and knows Santa Anita like the back of his hand.
 

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS

A:    1 DENNIS' MOMENT
B:    6 EIGHT RINGS
C:    5 SCABBARD
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